We would like to express our sincere appreciation to the following people:

The Krannert Center Staff

Aduro Brass
Chris Combest, tuba
Matt Dixon, trombone
Jeremy McBain, trumpet
Sidney Shuler, trumpet
Alena Zidlicky, horn

Graphic Services
Dorothy Loudermilk

Department of Chemistry
Staff
Dot Gordon
Megan Peterson
Krista Smith
Ali Weik

Marshals
Gretchen Adams
Vera Mainz

Ushers
Stefanie Bumpus
Krista Smith

This program contains an unofficial list of candidates for graduation on May 17, 2009 and a list of graduates who received degrees in August 2008, October 2008, and December 2008. Due to printing deadlines, the names of some degree recipients may not appear, while the name of some degree candidates who have not completed their degree requirements may be included.
Dr. Jay Luly joined Enanta in July 2003, bringing over 20 years of experience in large pharma, mature biopharmaceutical, early-stage biotech, and life science venture capital environments. In March 2002, he joined Oxford Bioscience Partners as an Entrepreneur in Residence.

Prior to joining Oxford, Dr. Luly held the positions of Senior Vice President, R & D Operations and Senior Vice President, Discovery Strategy and Operations at Millenium Pharmaceuticals, following the company’s merger with LeukoSite, Inc., where he served as Senior Vice President, Drug Discovery and Pre-Clinical Development. Prior to joining LeukoSite, he held a number of senior drug discovery positions at Abbott Laboratories from 1983 to 1997. His R & D efforts have resulted in several therapeutics reaching clinical development, and he is an inventor on over 50 issued U.S. patents and has authored over 150 scientific publications, abstracts, and review articles.

Dr. Jay Luly earned a B.S. in chemistry from the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign and a Ph.D. in synthetic organic chemistry from the University of California, Berkeley. He serves as a member of the Board of Trustees for the Boston Biomedical Research Institute.

Please join us for a reception in the Studio Theatre of the Krannert Center immediately following the ceremony.
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

David Arlen Barrios
Alexandria P. Brucks
Ting-Kai Chang
Eric C. Chou
Michael F. Fanizza
Nicole Auriel Ferreira
Michael J. Gorga
Heidi E. Hannon
Andrew J. Hoover * & †
Su Min Kim
Tae Wan Kim
Peter J. Klonowski
Damon Lee
Priscilla Lee #
Yun-Hui Lin
Maria Mahrukh
Brett A. McGuire †
Michael Paroline
Brian T. Phelan †
Ross Daniel Putman
Paul Schoeneck
Nadine Pauline Sheridan
Jeffrey L. Spencer
Dennis Joseph Stalnack
Mary Katherine Trausch
Thomas J. Wood

Bachelor of Science in the Teaching of Chemistry

Joseph M. Cukierski
Mary Cecilia Kenney
Christine St. Leger

Bachelor of Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Matthew D. Averin * # † ≠
Jennifer L. Anderson #
Mirtha E. Ariza
Anne Elizabeth Bieller
Natalie Jordan Bodmer * & † ≠
Daisha Nicole Boehm
Michael Jermaine Boyd
Bradley Boye
Thomas Carberry †
Silvye M. Castillo-Sosa – Edward H. Cho ≠
Jisun Sara Choi ≠
Dah Hae Chung
Mallory H. Cohen †
Shannon Dahlgren
Margaret J. Faulkner
Matthew A. Fellin
Paul Michael Fina ≠
Jeffrey Stephen Gwizdalski
Ryan Harrington
Danielle L. Hayes
Clayton Tyler Heinrich
Sunny Hirpara
Matthew Houlihan
Linda Marie Johnson •
Ji Won Kang
Kimberly S. Kang
Catherine Kerr-Niermann
Nahree Ki
Ellena Kim
Joo Hun Kim
Beth Labuszewska
Seung Yun Lee ≠
Sun Min Lee
Yong Woo Lee
Lok Ming Li
Corey E. Lutton
Jason Mann
Steven Markwell ≠
Rebecca Milsk # † &
Lacee A. Moade
Gerald William Moulton &
Maia Mrkvicka
Marc Stanley Nardoni
Natalie Joy Neubeck
Sharon Thuy Nguyen
Teresa Lynn Oglesby
Onyewuchi Jeffrey Osuji
Janaki R. Patel † ≠
Romy Patel ≠
Trisha Patel ≠
Sarah Domenica Patterson
Thomas J. Pazerunas
Andrew R. Pisanko
Jose Ricardo Regalbuto ≠
Bridget M. Renkosik
Joshua Stuart Richards
Anthony Francis Rizzo ≠
Shriram Satish
Anthony Scavone
Drew E. Schmucker
Edmund Seliga ≠
David E. See
Gautam Shah †
Paras Vikram Shah
Sagar Jagdish Shah ≠
Seema Shah
David Mason Siebert ≠
Aaron P. Smith
Stephen James Snider ≠
Zachary Thomas Speckman
Christopher Paul Staehlin
James Stock
Elizabeth A. Sullican
Manasi H. Thakkar ≠
Victoria M. Trieu
Angelia Anne Vargas ≠ ≠
Steven M. Wakeman
Joyce Leyi Wu ≠ ≠
Andrew Wood ≠
Jessica Yadav
Megan Zerweck
Lauren Ziberna
Joshua Zimmerman
Patrick Zueger

Master of Science in Chemistry

Scott S. Dunkle
Jennifer J. Hyland
En-Chi Lin
Matthew Thomas Ragusa
Mary Cecilia Kenney
Christine St. Leger

Master of Science in the Teaching of Chemistry

Amanda Christina Peoples
Tzlil Perahia

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

Michelle Marie Adams
Stephen Michael Anthony
Jonathan Arambula
Alfred Baca
John D. Baird
Jin Ho Bang
Amada Boye
Julie L. Boyer
Michael Thomas Boyne
Edward Bukman
Christopher Butler
Qing Cao
Erii Suzanne Carmichael
Ryan Carra
William Collins
Hung Tuan Duong
Nathan C. Eddingsaas
Ming Fang
Jonathan T. Ferguson
Jillian R. Gunther
Kathryn Ann Guy
Zachariah Mattehe Heiden
Hanneli Hudock
Keith D. Hurley
Leigh Anne Furgerson Ihnken
Cyriel Jacquot
Richard L. Jew
Adam Kiefer
Bo Young Kim
Kathryn D. Kloepper
Andrew Lafrate
Theodore Lapainis
Ji Won Kang
Kimberly S. Kang
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Steven M. Wakeman
Joyce Leyi Wu ≠ ≠
Andrew Wood ≠
Jessica Yadav
Megan Zerweck
Lauren Ziberna
Joshua Zimmerman
Patrick Zueger

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Physics

Jiahao Chen
Jeb Stuart Kegerreis
Brian Alan Tom

Gregory Patton
Stephanie Potisek
Jennifer Eua Kwansima Quansah
Christopher Regens
Daniel Ryan
Masha Georges Saveliev
Heather Lynn Schmidt
Scott Kevin Shaw
Ronald A. Smaldone
Charles Wayne Spicer
Karen Lynn Stewart
Matthew E. Stewart
Paul Martin Thomas
Christina Thompson
Jay Wackerly
Andinet Amare Wadhams
Curtis Whaley
Natasha H. Yeung
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